
RUN NO: 71 DATE:  2 September 2001 
VENUE:  Beside  Comoro Airport HARES: Horny 
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e http://www.angelfire.com/on3/puddlejumpers 
WILLIE Harrison 0438 899769 williewh@hotmail.com 
RATION Isaacson 0407 101911 risaacson@worldbank.org 
BLER Hayward 0409 860935 dhayward@pittsh.com.au 

UBBER Jenkins 0408 242084 terryjenkins21@hotmail.com 
AS Hills 0417 032806  
OLE Lockhart 0418 124163 dlockhart@pittsh.com.au 
NEYE Ives 0407 939660 daveives@indo.net.id 

ROLIK Williams 0407 656753 jackwlms@go.com  
IRATION Isaacson 0407 723996 juliannisaacson@hotmail.com 
LATION Curr  curr@un.org 

LL IT Dunn 0408 679305 sdunn49@yahoo.com 
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CD of photos from Hash Runs 56 to 70 available from Haidrolik. C I R C L E  C I R C U S 
A roadside venue ominously located in 
the shadow of a cemetery and a 
recently-conquered FBH was the 
location for this week’s atonement 
proceedings by the DH3 faithful pilgrims. 
The GM’s new streamlined procedure 
had things humming along until we got 
to the Charges from the Circle when 
things began to get a bit hectic with 
charges coming in from all angles. 
A record number of namings followed, 
thanks to our resident clairvoyant, 
BUSHWANKER, with his ‘inexplicable 

 inspirations’. All recipients seemed 
almost as delighted with their new titles 
and did their close friends, who were 
heard using their new names 
‘frequently’. 
The POTW has obviously increased in 
popularity since the beer bonus was 
added to the prize money. 
There were no less than four 
nominations from last week’s winner 
and another one from the Circle. The 
standards were so high that it was 
impossible to separate the top two and  

so a joint award was made. (Could be an 
expensive week to be drinking in Dili – 
luckily I will be in Darwin!) 
Another sad farewell ended proceedings 
as we said goodbye to PUBIC STRAP. 
However, one thing led to another and 
we reassembled for a farewell dinner in 
his honour at Sol Nascente where much 
beer and wine was drunk and many 
Karaoke songs were murdered.  
Best of luck in Melbourne. We look 
forward to seeing you in Dili again in the 
not too distant future. 

 

DOWN DOWNS 
Hares BONER, PERSPIRATION, Nick (where 

was SPERM BANK) 
Newbies John, Peter, Fatima, Nick, Vadim, Vic 
Sponsors PERSPIRATION, LACERATION, 

HOTLIPS, BALD EAGLE, HAIDROLIK, 
GOLDEN SHOWER, NUMATIK, TWO 
STROKE 

SCB BALD EAGLE 
Leaver PUBIC STRAP 
Hats PERSPIRATION, BALD EAGLE 
10 Runs EJACULATION 
40 Runs HAIDROLIK 

CHARGES FROM THE CIRCLE 
MUMBLES charged BONER for leading the pack astray 
POGO charged SALSA for forgetting the GM’s Hash name 
BUPS charged EJACULATION for overuse of the horn. 

REVERSED but EJACULATION got the down down and not BUPS. (GM’s whim?) 

LIKE DUCKS TO WATER! 

BROWNEYE charged POGO for deliberately disabling his bike to leave energy for Hash. (Bonus Beer material!) 
HORNY charged GM for abandoning his mates at half-time in the Kiwi/Springboks game. 
SEXON charged RANDY for going diving and coming late to Hash. 
SEXON charged HORNY for giving RANDY a Hash shirt so she wouldn’t get a down down. REVERSED. 

NAMING Tom becomes ENEMA for the dilapidated condition of his principal means of propulsion 
Andrew becomes HOT LIPS because Hash and Dash rhyme with MASH and an uncanny resemblance 
Charlie becomes GOLDEN RAIN for the magical aura he projects as he strides along, framed against the 

Dili hills 
Gillian becomes CREAM BUNS for the vision created in the imagination of those she leaves behind her as 

she runs 
Randall becomes DILDO for the effect that his logistical talent has on his co-workers 

POTW Joint winners this week. WHIP ME, by popular acclaim after a nomination by SKID MARK, for being 
single in Dili so long that he was beginning to find the GM attractive, and HOTLIPS for pressuring RANDY 
thinking that his Hash name had already been decided and that she could tell him what it was. This was after 
last week’s winner, FLIRTATION, had made three other very good nominations against DRIBBLER, 
PHARTA, & HORNY. See how popular the POTW is becoming now that it comes with free beer! 

Never put off until tomorrow what you 
can avoid altogether. 
A professor of mathematics sent a fax to 
his wife: 
Dear Wife 
You must realize that you are 54-years-
old, and I have certain needs which you are
no longer able to satisfy. I am otherwise 
happy with you as a wife, and I sincerely 
hope you will not be hurt or offended to 

learn that by the time you receive this 
letter, I will be at the Grand Hotel with my 
18-year-old teaching assistant. I'll be 
home before midnight.  

 
, 

: 

  

 
 
 Your husband   

When he arrived at the hotel there was a 
faxed letter waiting for him that read as 
follows
Dear Husband 
You, too, are 54-years-old and by the time

you receive this letter, I will be at the 
Breakwater Hotel with the 18-year-old 
pool boy. Being the brilliant mathematician
that you are, you can easily appreciate the
fact that 18 goes into 54 a lot more times
than 54 goes into 18.  
Don't wait up.  
Your wife 
TEAMWORK...means never having to 
take all the blame yourself. 

HARES APPARENT 
No. Date Hares Occasion/Location 
72   9 Sep Pogo & Big Horn Tibar 
73 16 Sep Rupiah & Haidrolik  
74 23 Sep Scrubber & Wee Willie First to 50 runs with DH3 
75 30 Sep Big Horn & Pogo  
76   7 Oct Volunteers??  
77 14 Oct Volunteers??  

Volunteers will get help if they haven’t hared before. Contact Browneye on 0407 939660. 

TRIVIA NIGHT 
CHECK 

BROWNEYE TO  
SEE IF TRIVIA 
NIGHT AT THE 

DILI CLUB IS ON 
AGAIN NEXT 
TUESDAY, 4 
September 

$10 per head 


	HatsPERSPIRATION, BALD EAGLE



